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Topics
 Flagging bookkeeping and enhancements
 Flagversions or flag commands or both? Which is better for
undo/unapply/revert/re-flag and what do we mean by this?
 Constructing and saving flag commands from viewer and
plotms – is this viable?
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Flagging bookkeeping
Flagversions, flag commands or both
 Flagversions
 Flagversions is the only reliable way (if any) to recover a
particular version of the flags in the MS.
 Even though, if flagdata is run with flagbackup=False
somewhere in time, those flags will be lost and not
recoverable.
 The flagversion of a particular run will be created even if
the tool fails to flag the MS for some reason. The
introduction of the MMS support in flagdata created this
“ill” behaviour. Something to fix later….
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Flagging - cont.
Flagversions, flag commands or both
 Flag commands
 Flag commands are a facility to speed up flagging by
running the tool only once for all the commands. It is also a
convenient place to store the commands that can be
revisited at any time. The user may use the list to bookkeep
what has been flagged at her/his own risk.
 The initial idea of having the FLAG_CMD sub-table as a
place to keep track of what has been flagged was good
but failed in many ways.
 It does not guarantee that the flags have been
applied.
 Any flagging done by other tasks/tools will not update
the FLAG_CMD status (APPLIED column).
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Flagging - cont
unflag,

unapply,

revert,

re-flag

 To unflag:

 mode=‘unflag’
 set any data selection parameters
 flagdata()

 To unapply a specific command from the FLAG_CMD:
 action=‘unapply’
 inpmode=‘table’
 tablerows=[1]
 flagcmd()
 unflag = unapply for one flag command only.
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FLAG_CMD sub-table
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Flagging - cont
unflag,

unapply,

revert,

re-flag

 To revert the flags to a specific version:
 mode=‘restore’
 versionname=‘flagcmd_1’
 flagmanager()
 To re-flag:
 set any flagging mode
 set any data selection parameters
 set any specific mode parameter
 flagdata()
 Re-flagging with auto-flagging algorithms (tfcrop, rflag)
 Not the same as the other modes
 Existing flags are honoured
 Flags are accumulated
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Flagging - cont
Proposal for new ‘action’ option in flagdata
 new action=‘unapply’
 work with any mode (except summary)
 mode=‘unflag’ becomes redundant  remove it
 modify ‘unapply’ in flagcmd to work like this
 remove the re-applying step in action=‘unapply’ of
flagcmd
 Fix current inconsistencies in ‘unapply’ of flagcmd
 modes tcrop and rflag should not be re-applied in the
second step of ‘unapply’ action  they accumulate flags!
 ‘unapply’ in flagcmd is not available for input modes from
file, strings or XML  interface inconsistency!
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Flagging-cont.
Flag command from viewer and plotms
 Constructing and saving flag commands from viewer and
plotms – is this viable?
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